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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. This paper is devoted to the study of the strong laws of large 
numbers or independent, strongly measurable random vectors (on (a, Y, 
P)) taking values in a certain metric linear, but not necessarily locally 
convex, space E. 
Throughout this paper, unless explicitly stated otherwise, E is a real, 
separable, locally bounded linear metric complete space. Local boundedness 
means that E contains a bounded neighborhood V of zero (i.e., such hat for 
each neighborhood of zero U there exists a E R+ such that VC au) and is 
equivalent to the existence of a quasi-norm I] . 11: E + Rt which equips E 
with the topology equivalent to the original one. Recall that I] . I] is said to be 
aquasi-normifllxll=Oiffx=O,IIaxII=IaIIlxll,aER,xEEandif3A>O 
such that Ilx+vll <A(llxll + Ilvll), x,yEE. 
If we define the modulus of concavity of E as 
cone(E) = sup{log 2(log inf{s > 0: V+ VC sV))-‘}, 
where the supremum is taken over all open bounded balanced sets VC E, 
then E is locally bounded if and only if 0 < conc(E)[<l]. On the other hand 
cone(E) > 0 is equivalent to the fact that for each r, 0 < r < cone(E), there 
exists an r-homogeneous norm 111 . I]], topologically equivalent to I] I]. 
Without loss of generality we shall assume throughout the paper that 
I( f llr = ]I( I]]. For proofs of the above facts see e.g., [7, Theorems III. 1.3, 
111.2.1, and 111.2.1’1. 
EXAMPLES. Spaces Lp, 0 <p < co, are locally bounded with the quasi- 
norm l]f]l = (J ]flp)l’p. Similarly if lim infi,, inf{a > 0: 2$(at) > 4(t)} > 0 
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for a continuous @: R+ + R+ then the Orlicz space L, is locally bounded 
and llfll= inf{c > 0: I @(lfl/c) < 1) can serve as a quasi-norm in L, . 
Lorentz spaces AP provide another example. One can check that 
conc(LP) =p A 1. On the other hand the space Lo of all measurable 
functions with the topology of convergence in measure is not locally 
bounded. 
Remark 1.1. For any bounded balanced open set V in E, 
I( x](~ = inf{ a: x E aV) is a quasinorm and in any quasinormed space 
(E, ]I . ]I), B(E, ]I . I]) = (x: ]]x]] < 1 } is an open balanced and bounded set and 
II . IIBCE,~~.llb = II . (I. If two quasinorms I] . ]Iy and I] ]Ir, are topologically 
equivalent then in particular because V and U are both simultaneously 
bounded and open neighborhoods of zero there exist constants a, and a, 
such that Vca& and Uca,V. Hence aUllxllv~llxllu~a;‘Ilxllv. In 
particular similar moment and uniform restrictions on E-valued random 
variables and requivalent for topologically equivalent quasinorms. 
1.2. In the case E is a Banach space the following basic facts are known. 
The integrals are assumed to be Bochner integrals. 
THEOREM 1.1. If (X,,) is a sequence of independent, identically 
distributed random vectors in E then the following are equivalent: 
(i) EIlX,Il < 00;. 
(ii) n-‘(Xi + ... + X,) --t EX, almost surely in norm of E as n + co. 
THEOREM 1.2 ([ 1,4,10]). The following properties of E are equivalent 
(i) If (X,) is a sequence of independent, zero mean random vectors in 
E such that supE]]X,(IP< 00 for somep> 1 then n-‘(X,+...+X,)+O 
a.s.inEasn+co; 
(ii) If (X,) is a sequence of symmetric, independent and identically 
distributed random vectors in E then n- ‘(X, + . . + X,,) + 0 in probability if 
and only tf nP(IIX, II > n) + 0 as n -+ a; 
(iii) E is B-convex. 
1.3. In the nonlocally convex case a few strong laws can be found in [9]. 
The efforts to prove others have been frustrated mainly because the 
Kronecker’s lemma in such E is not available (cf. [9]). 
However, it was possible to obtain the following weak law which is the 
special case of the central limit theorem with limiting stable measure. 
THEOREM 1.3. ([4, lo]). The following properties of a locally bounded 
space E admitting an r-homogeneous norm, are equivalent: 
(i) If (X,,) is a sequence of symmetric, independent, and identically 
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distributed random vectors in E then n-“‘(X, + .” +X,) -+ 0 (n + 00) in 
probability if and only if n’P(II X, 11 > n) + 0 (n --t 00); 
(ii) E is of table type r. 
The assumption that X,,‘s are symmetric rather then zero-mean is almost a 
must in nonlocally convex case as there exists no way of introducing a 
satisfactory notion of integral for functions with values in such spaces (cf. 
[7, III. Sect. 51). 
1.4. The three above results gave us the initial motivation to prove the 
results obtained in the next sections. 
In Section 2 we show how Theorem 1 can be extended to nonlocally 
convex spaces. Section 3 introduces B’-convexity of E, a generalization of 
the notion of B-convexity that turns out to be exactly what we need to prove 
the analog of the strong law from Theorem 2 in nonlocally convex case. The 
introduction of B-convexity in [4] was a big stimulus for the development of 
geometry of Banach spaces and created renewed interest in the interrelations 
between geometry and probability in Banach spaces. We hope that the 
introduction of this generalized convexity condition will extend this trend to 
the geometry of linear metric spaces which thus far was incomparably less 
rich than its counterpart in locally convex spaces. 
In the next two sections, which extend the Banach space ideas of Maurey 
and Pisier (cf., e.g., [5, lo]), we study interrelations between B’-convexity of 
E and the summation of the series of type C *IX,,, and Rademacher series 
c r,(W) xn for (x,) c E. Recall that (r,) are independent and 
P(r, = +l)=T. The next to the last section contains Levy’s inequality in 
locally bounded spaces E and studies related problems concerning the 
convergence in probability and almost sure convergence of random series in 
E. The last section contains some open problems. 
2. STRONG LAW FOR IDENTICALLY DISTRIBUTED SUMMANDS 
The following result is an analogue of Theorem 1. To obtain Theorem 1.1 
from Theorem 2.1 set r = 1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 0 < r Q 1. If E is a locally bounded space admitting 
an r-homogeneous norm 11 . llr and (X,,) is a sequence of independent, iden- 
tically distributed and symmetric random vectors in E then the following are 
equivalent: 
(0 EIIXAI’~ 00. 
(ii) n -qx, + . . . + X,) + 0 almost surely as n + co. 
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Proof. (i) =S (ii). First assume that Xn)s take only countably many 
values, say XI 9 x2 ,**-9 and for each positive integer I define 
XL =X,1(X, E {x1 )..., x,}) and put R: = X, - XL. For each particular 
1 E N+, (XL) are independetnand identically distributed and we can assume 
that they are symmetric. Clearly E 11X: 11’ < E 11X, 11” < co, and therefore by 
the one-dimensional strong law ([ 6, Theorem 1X.3.171) 
n-“‘(x: + .” +x+0 a.s. as n -’ co. (2-l) 
Indeed, the above-mentioned strong law says that if real i.i.d. symmetric 
random variables KJ satisfy (*) CP(lt,I 2 4 < ~0 and (**) 
CFEn cq2 = O(na; ‘) then a; ‘(X, + ... + X,) + 0 as. In our case 
CI, = n-l” so that (**) is satisfied and evidently if E I<, 1’ < 03 then also 
k=O k=l 
At the same time, 1 E N, l\RLlj’ is a sequence of real i.i.d. random variables 
with finite expectation so that by the classical strong law 
n-‘(IIR:II’+ ... +IlR;ll’)+EIlR:lI’, (2.2) 
a.s. as n -’ co. Since II R: II’+ 0 pointwise as l--t co and IlRi 11’ < IIX, II’, by the 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we get that E 11 R{ II’-+ 0 as I-’ co. 
Let J2, be the union (over 1 E N) of null sets in (2.1) and (2.2) and let 
E > 0. Choose 1~ 0 so that 
E IF: II’ < s/4. (2.3) 
Now, for each n E N 
Iln-“‘(X, + “’ +x,)ll’ 
Q Iln-“‘(Xi + ..’ + X:)1/’ + n- ‘(II R: I(’ + + I( Rf, II’). 
For any & Q, we can fnd N(E, W) E N such that for any n > N 
and 
(1 n - “‘(Xi + . + Xf)ll’ < E/4 
which together with (3), ends the first part of the proof. 
To complete the proof of this implication for general XI)s we use the 
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standard approximation procedure. For each E > 0 there exists a Bore1 step 
functionT, : E + E such that )I T,(x) - .Y]] < E, Vx E E. Therefore V’E > 0 
The second term goes to zero by the first part of the proof and the first term 
is less than E so that the proof of (i) =S (ii) is complete. (ii) * (i). Assume (ii) 
is satisfied. Then also 
n - q, zz n - “r(q + + X”) 
- [(n- I)/ny(n- 1))“‘(X, + ‘.’ +X,-,)+0, 
almost surely as 12 + 00, and therefore by the Borel-Cantelli lemma 
Czzo P(IIX, 11 > n”‘) < co. Hence 
E(JX,II’< 2 nP(n-l<]]X,])‘<n)= 5 P(](X,])‘>n)< co. Q.E.D. 
n=1 n=O 
3. B'-CONVEX SPACES AND THE STRONG LAW UNDER UNIFORM MOMENT 
CONDITIONS 
DEFINITION 1. A quasi-normed space (E, I) . ]I) is said to be B’(k, E)- 
convex 0 < r < 1, if for each k-tuple x, ,..., xk E E 
inf 
fi=fl 
We shall say that E is B’convex if there exists k E N, E > 0 such that E is 
B’(k, .s)-convex. 
EXAMPLES. If cone(E) > r then E E B’-convex for some (and therefore 
every as we will see later on) equivalent quasi-norm I( . I(. Indeed by [7 
Theorem 111.2.11 there exists p > r and an equivalent quasi-norm 11 I] such 
that )I . JIp is a p-homogeneous norm. Therefore, k > 2, k”“-‘I’ < 1 
II /I $’ cixi p < kl’rkl’p--‘r sup ]]xi]], 
and (E, (I . 11) is B’(k, k”P-“‘)-convex. 
Also it is easy to see that I’, 0 ( r < 1, with the standard quasi-norm 
Il(ai)ll = CZ lailr)*” is not B’-convex as for any E, = f 1, ]]Cfzl e,e,]] = k”‘, 
where (e,) is the standard basis. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 0 < I < 1 and assume E admits an r-homogeneous 
norm. Then E is B’-convex if and only if there exist k E N and positive 6 < 1 
such that fir any x, ,..., xk E B(E, 11 . 11) 
’ < Sk. (3.2) 
Proof: If E E B’-convex, by subadditivity of (1 . 11’ we get 
where E is as in Definition 3.1. Hence we have (3.2) with 6 = 
1 - 2-k(l - (1 - E)‘) < 1. The converse is obvious. 
THEOREM 3.1 (SLLN). Let 0 ( r < 1 and let E admit an r-homo- 
geneous norm. The following properties of E are equivalent: 
(i) Zf (Xi) c E is bounded then n- “‘(r,xl + .. . + r,,xJ -’ 0 almost 
surely as n -+ 00 ; 
(ii) Zf (Xi) is a sequence of independent, symmetric random vectors in 
E with supi E IIXill’+’ < a for some E > 0 then n-“‘(X, + ... +X,)+0 
almost surely as n -+ 03. 
(iii) E is B’-convex. 
Proof: (i) G+ (ii) Step I. Assume first that Xi are uniformly bounded 
i.e., SUpi SUP, IIXi(W)ll < CO. Then (ii) follows from (i) by a simple 
application of the Fubini’s theorem and noticing that by symmetry of (Xi), 
the sequences (rF,) and (Xi) are identically distributed if only (ri) is taken 
to be independent of (Xi). 
Step II. Now assume tat supi E IIXill’+’ < 1. Choose an arbitrary NE N 
and define the sequences ( Yi) and (Zi) by setting Yi = Xi, Zi = 0 if 
IIXilI < N, and Yi = 0, Zi = Xi if llXill> N. Then E(N’ lIZill’) < 
E IIXi\lrtE < 1. Hence E lIZill’ <N-‘. Since I(Zill’ are independent real 
valued random variables, and 0 < r < 1, by the strong law of large numbers 
it follows that almost surely 
Iim sup IIn-“‘(Z, + ... + Z,)ll’< limiup n-‘(I(Z, I(’ + ... + IIZ,,II’) <N-‘. 
” 
Simultaneously, by Step I, nW1”(Yl + + Y,) -’ 0 almost surely, and the 
proof is over in view of subadditivity of II . 11’ and arbitrariness of NE N. 
(ii) * (iii). Suppose that E is not B’-convex, i.e., that for each NE N 
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one can find in the unit hull of E, xy,..., xi, such that, for any choice of 
ei=*J 
In particular 
Define the sesuence (x,), /lx,, /I < 1, setting xj = xl for j = k, + i with 
iE (I,&..., (n + I)“+‘) and k, = 1 + 22 + 33 + ... + n”. Because evidently 
k, < 2n” and k ,,- r < (n - 1)” we get by subadditivity of 11 11: that 
r r 
> lim sup 2-‘n-“E 
n 
> lim 2-‘n-“(2-‘n” - k,-,) 
> lim 2- ‘n-“(2-‘n” - (n - 1)“) 
n 
=lim2-‘(2-‘-( 1-i)) >O. 
The above together with the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem 
contradicts (ii) (and even (i)). 
(iii) G- (i). Assume E E B’(k, E). Let 6 be as in Proposition 3.1, and 
q > 0 be arbitrary. Choose I = nk > qd3k. Then for any (xi) E B, 
by Chebyshev inequality because the variance of the random variable in the 
second row is less than n-’ (since IJXilJ < 1) and because of Proposition 3.1. 
Now suppose, a contrario, that C(E) = suptXijcBE C(x,) > 0, where 
II 
n 
C(x,) = ess sup lim sup K”r rix, . 
w  n = .II i l 
Pick (Xi) c B, such that C(X,) > C - q. 
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Define 
xj = I- “r i_~,+,rixi’I(~~l~l”i=~,+lrixi//r~~+~) 
j’ 
Yj=l-‘lr c rixi-Xi’ j = 1, 2,... . 
i=j’-/+ I 
Then both (Xj) and (Yj) are independent and symmetric. By Fubini’s 
theorem, and r-homogeneity 
ess sup lim sup II K”r = II PI Xj r < c(E)(6 + V)V w n i l 
and since E (1 Yjll’ < q, by the triangle inequality and the real-valued law of 
large numbers 
C(E) - v < C(Xi) < C(E)(6 + q) + v* 
Since q > 0 was arbitrary taking the limit as q + 0 we get 6 > 1 a 
contradiction (in view of Proposition 3.1). Therefore C(E) = 0. Q.E.D. 
4. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF B*-CONVEX SPACES 
Define constants 
k = 1, 2,... . The following properties of constants Ar’(E) are obvious: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let 0 < r < 1. If E admits an r-homogeneous norm 
then 
(i) 0 < A:)(E) < 1, Vk E N; 
(ii) l.r’(E) > k-’ ifE # {0}, Vk E N; 
(iii) (n + k) A::::,(E) < &“‘(E) + kAf’(E), Vn, k E N; 
(iv) Vn Q m E N, &Y(E) Q mAp’(E). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 0 < r < 1 and let E admit an r-homogeneous norm. 
Then Vk, n E N, A,,(E) < 1,(E) 1,(E). 
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ProoJ: Let (xj : 1 <j < nk) c E. Pick E; = f 1, i = l,..., n, (i - 1)k <j < ik 
such that 
and put 
&jXj, 
(i-l)k<j<ik 
for each i. Clearly 
and moreover 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 0 c r Q 1 and let E admit an r-homogeneous norm. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) E is F-convex; 
(ii) Ar) < 1 for some k > 2; 
(iii) Af’ -+O as k+ o3; 
(iv) 2:) = O(k-“)fir some 0 < y < 1. 
ProoJ Because evidently (iv) S- (iii) 3 (ii) =S (i) it suffices to show that 
(i) =S (iv). By assumption 3n, > 1 Such that 1:) < 1 and in view of 
Proposition 4.1 3q, 1 ,< q < co such that 
Now, let n E N+. Then of course 
n>n/n,>n/n~>...n/n~~O, k-103, 
and one can find a k > 0 such that 
n/n;+’ < 1 < n/n;, 
so that by Proposition 4.l.(iv) and Lemma 4.1. 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. If E is B’-convex then E does not contain 1: L- 
uniformly for any 1 > 0. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary Vn E N 3x, ,.,., x, E E Va, ,..., a, E R 
Thus VnEN I”‘>1-’ 
Theorem 4.l.(ij * (yii). 
and E is not B’-convex in view of 
5. B'-CONVEXITY AND INFRATYPE 
DEFINITION 5.1. Space (E, 11 . 11) is said to be of infratype p, 0 ( p ( 00, 
if for each (x,) c E such that C [Ix,, lip < co the series C fx,, converges for 
some choice of the signs f. Equivalently EC infratype p if 3C > 0 V(x,) c E 
LEMMA 5.1. Let 0 < r Q 1. If E admits an r-homogeneous norm such 
that 1:‘(E) = N-‘lp’ for an integer N > 1 and p’ > 1 then E is of infratype q 
for each q < p’, l/p + l/p’ = 1. 
Proof Take q < q’ and a finite sequence (x,) E. Define 
A, = n. E IIxnl14Yq < ,lx ,, < cc IIx”llqY’q 
* IVfk+l)/o n L 
k = 1, 2,... . By the triangle inequality 
On the other hand, denoting by lAkj the cardinality of A,, we have 
(C ,l~,ll”)“~, ( ~,ll~~llq)“q~lA~lli’(~ lbll’) “qy-(k+‘)‘q~ 
so that (A,1 Q N k+‘. By Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.1 
lAkl n;;;,(E) < ,+‘(@)‘+‘, 
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so that 
Q ‘? Nk+‘(A;))k+’ N-kr’q 
k:O 
f-IY 
q Nk+‘N- 
rlq 
= (k + 1 J/P ‘N- krlq 
kt0 
and the proof is complete because 1 - l/p’ - r/q ( 1 - l/p’ - r/(pr) = 0. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 0 ( r < 1 and assume that E admits an r- 
homogeneous norm. Then E is B’-convex if and only if 3p, p > r, such that E 
is of infratype p. Moreover 
A, = sup{ p : EE infratypep} = lim 
log n 
n +m log [ nAr’(E)] 1’r ’ 
Proof. By definition E is Br-convex iff 3N, L:‘(E) < 1. So 3p’ > 1 such 
that IZcr) = N-‘I”‘. Then Lemma 5.1 implies that EE infratype q, Vq <pr, 
l/p + y/p’ = 1 which proves the “only if’ part, because pr > r. On the other 
hand if 3p > r such that EC infratype p then directly from definition E&B’- 
convex. 
To prove the above formula for A, assume first that EE infratype p. Then 
3C such that (nL~‘(E))“* < C!/p, Vn E N. Therefore 
log n 
> lim inf linm_zf log[np]‘/’ ’ 
log n 
n-+m logC+(l/p)logn=P’ 
If q > AE then by Lemma 5.1, Vn E N, k:‘(E) > n’lP’, l/p’ = 1 - r/q, so that 
(nAp’(E))l/r > w”~, wherefrom 
log n 
lim “p log[niL)(E)] I/~ G lim sup 
log n 
(l/q) log n = 4’ 
so that 
log n 
lim “p log(,@‘(E))‘/ ‘A,- 
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6. B'-CONVEXITY AND RADEMACHER TYPE 
DEFINITION 6.1. Space (E, 11 . 11) is said to be of Rademacher type p, 
0 <p ,< 2, if for each (x,) c E with C JJx,JJp < 03 the series 2 r,x, 
converges almost surely. Equivalently (cf. discussion in Section 7 below) 
EER-typep if 3C>O VnEN Vx,,...,x,EE 
Define the constants 
p:‘(E) = inf(,u : x, ,..., 
Q (un)“r SUP II%4 3 
I<icn 1 
u:‘(E) = inf v: x, ,..., x.~E~(E~~~,riXill*)“z 
PROPOSITION 6.1. If E admits an r-homogeneous norm then Vn > 2 
l:)(E) G&‘(E) < v;‘(E) Q 1. 
Proof. The first inequality is obvious and the second and third follow 
from the following chain of inequalities 
(I? 11x rixil\2)“2 = (E (Ix rixi llr’*“)““‘” 
~(~I~xj)“~~[(~~~xi~~‘“‘)N2.n1-N2]”~ 
( ) 
112 
= 2 llxil12 . n1’2-1/2 Q sup J/xi/) n”‘. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. For any n E N, p:‘(E) > nr’*-‘, vr’ > n”‘-I. 
Proof. Check Xi = X, IIxII = 1. 
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PROPOSITION 6.3. For any n, k E N 
(n + k) py; k(E) < n/p(E) + k&“(E) 
(n + k)‘-“2 v;lk(E) < n’-“‘V;‘(E) + k’-“*vy(E). 
Proof. The first inequality follows from the following inequalities 
~~1~rixill’,“2 Gk[IIi rixi~l’+~~i~~~l rixi~~‘]*‘~“2’“’ 
G [ (EII$l rixi~~‘~2”~‘+ (Eil iI<, rixil~‘~2”)“2] 
< [P!r”CEln f Pi”(E)kl I” . 1 ,s:t+ k II xi IL 
md the second is implied by the above and the following estimates 
(vl/nl/‘- 112 ’ ) (i ,,xi,l*)“2 + (yyn”‘-“y ( Zk ,lXi#) “‘I “’ 
i=l i=n+l 
< [vjl’)n’-‘/* + 4”/p’/2]ll’ 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Zf n, m E N, n < m then 
ProoJ Obvious. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Zf E admits an r-homogeneous norm then 
v;i < vp . vy) . 
Proof: Let x, ,..., x,,~ E E and 
X,(w)= c rj(o) xi. 
(i-l)k<i<ik 
rhen, for each w2, o = (w, , w2) 
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Integrating over 13~ we get 
<n 1/r- 1/2Vy 
( 
5 (,1/r- 1/2kl/r) 2 
i=l 
C llxil12) 1’2 
(i-l)k<j<ik 
1/r- 1’2 1/r 
< tnk) vk ‘vYr($l llxil12)“‘~ 
and the proof is complete if we notice that by symmetry 
THEOREM 6.1. Let 0 < r < 1. If E admits an r-homogeneous norm and 
$‘(E) = N-l/P’ for an N > 1 then E E R-type q for each q (pr, 
l/p + l/p’ = 1. Moreover 
R, = sup{ p: E E R-typep} = lim 
log n 
n +Q, log [ nvr’(E)] 1’r * 
Proof. To prove the first statement notice first that by Proposition 6.2., 
l/p’ < 1 - r/2. Take q < pr and a finite sequence (x,) c E. Define 
A,= nn: 
I 
(C llxil14)1’q 
Nk+t 
< IIx 11 < (C IlyY 
n L 
Then, as in Lemma 5.1, one proves that I A,/ < Nk+ ‘and by the triangle 
inequality, Propositions 6.4, 6.1, 6.5. 
Q ( kzo &il;‘,l(E) IAkI (C IIXiII’) r’q Nmkr’q) “r 
< k$o v$+,N’+~(‘-“~) 
( 
) ‘“(C Ilxillq) ‘lq 
G kgo N- ( 
~k+l~‘P1+l+kWu)) I”( C llxi,lq) ‘lq 
<Nl-l/P’ 
\ If 
k=O 
NkW’P’-r,Yb) I”( c ,lxJ7) I”, 
which completes the proof of the first statement because the series converges. 
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To prove the formula for R, assume first E E R-type p, 0 <p < 2. Then 
3C Vx, ,..., x, E E 
so that 
and 
v’l’n’l’-l/* < Cnl/P-l/2, 
n 
Hence 
log n log n 
limninf ,og[nvf’(E)]‘l’ a limninf log c + (l/p) log n =pY 
so that 
log n 
If p > R, then by the first part of the theorem V(L) > n-‘/P’ for p’ satisfying 
l/p’ = 1 - r/p so that (r~v$‘(E))“~ > n-“p and 
lim sup 
log n 
n ,og(nvy’)‘l’ <pm 
Therefore 
log n 
lirnzup ,og(n,,f’(~))‘/~ G RE’ 
THEOREM 6.2. If E E R-type p then Vr <p E E B’-convex. 
Proof: Clearly E E R-type p implies that E E infratype p and by 
Theorem 5.1 E E B’-convex Vr < p. 
7. LEVY’S INEQUALITY AND THE ALMOST SURE CONVERGENCE OF RANDOM 
SERIES 
One can easily prove that E E R-type p if and only if Lp(E) E R-type p 
and then for any symmetric (Xi) with E llXillp, if E E R-type p then 
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This yields immediately that if E E R-type p, 2 Xi converges in Lp(E) and 
in probability. The a.s. convergence of CXi depends on the Levy-type 
inequality for locally bounded spaces we discuss briefly below. Recall that 
the set A c E is said to be absolutely r-convex if x,y E A and 1 a lr + IPI’ < 1 
imply ax + By E A. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let E admit an r-homogeneous norm, X,, X, ,..., X, be 
a sequence of sign-invariant random vectors in E’ with S, =X1 + ... +X, 
and let A be an r-absolutely convex set in E. Then 
< 2P(2”‘-‘S,tZ A). (7-l) 
Proof Denote B, = (S, (r A), B, = (S, E A, S2 @A) ,..., B, = (S ,,..., 
S,- i E A, S, & A). Of course Bi are disjoint and lJ Bi is the event on the 
left-hand side of inequality (7.1). Consider for an o E B, 
s,=x, +I,+ “’ +(x,+, + ..’ +I,), 
and 
s:,=x, +x* + ... -(X,+, + ... +x,). 
In view of r-absolute convexity of A either 2i”-‘S,(o) 4 A or 
2 “‘-‘Sk(o) 6$ A. In view of the sign-invariance of (X,,) S, and Sk are iden- 
tically distributed. Therefore 
JYB,) = J-VAP V- ‘S, & A)(,‘+ ‘S:, & A)]) 
< =‘(B,,(2 ‘-SN & A)), 
which gives (7.1) after adding up both sides for n = l,..., N. 
COROLLARY 7.1. Let 0 < r < 1 and assume E admits an r-homogeneous 
norm. If (X,,) is a sign-invariant sequence of random vectors in E then for 
each E > 0 
COROLLARY 7.2. If E is locally bounded and (X,) is a sequence of sign- 
invariant random vectors in E then C Xi converges in probability tf and only 
tf it converges almost surely. 
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COROLLARY 7.3. If E E R-type p and (Xi) is a sequence of independent, 
symmetric random vectors with C E (( Xi((p < m then C Xi converges almost 
surely. 
Remark. The above corollary cannot be used however to obtain the law 
of large numbers in locally bounded but not locally convex spaces as there is 
no analog Kronecker’s lemma in such spaces (cf. [9]). However, using the 
above version of the Levy’s inequality one can extend Corollary 7.2 to prove 
(almost exactly as in [ 11, p. 13-141) that if E is locally bounded and the 
series of independent symmetric random vectors in E is almost surely S- 
summable where S is a “reasonable” summation matrix (cf. [ 1 l] for details) 
then it simply converges almost surely. 
8. SOME OPEN PROBLEMS AND CONJECTURES 
8.1. Is there a space E which admits an r-homogeneous norm, 0 < r < 1, 
is B’-convex but does not admit an (r + &)-homogeneous norm for any 
& > O? 
8.2. Let (X,,) be a sequence of symmetric, independent random vectors 
with values in a quasi-normed space (E, I] . I]). Assume E 11X, Ilrtr > 00, for 
some 0 ( r < 1, E > 0, and that (X,) are uniformly tight. Does then 
n - l’r(X, + . . . + X,,) --t 0 almost surely as n + oo? The answer is yes if r = 1 
and E is a Banach space (cf. [3,8]). 
8.3. Is a quasi-normed space (E, 11 . 11) of infratype p always of 
Rademacher type p? (cf. also [ 5 1) 
8.4. We conjecture that for E admitting an r-homogeneous norm, 
0 < r < 1, B’-convexity and stable type r are equivalent. Recall that (E, 11 . 11) 
is of stable type r if there exists a constant Aq, q < r such that for any (x,) E 
k //C C$il~q)“qGAq (C Ilxili’) “r 
(cf. [4,5]). The conjecture is true of r = 1 (cf. [5]). 
8.5. Assume (E, II . II) is a B’-convex quasi-normed space. Does then 
necessarily cone E > r? Or equivalently: Is it true that if E does not admit a 
p-homogeneous norm with p > r then E is not B’-convex? 
8.6. If E E B’-convex is then E of Rademacher type (r + E) for some 
E > O? (cf. [5, 101). 
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